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WHO ARE RAMS FM
RAMS FM are a highly trained cleaning and
maintenance team of technicians that
cover the UK and Northern Ireland. We are
proud to have a record that shows we get
the job done first time.
RAMS FM are more than just a service
provider - we are a problem solution
partner -who will find a cost-effective
solution to your problems and execute the
solution.
RAMS FM are a national partner
for several blue-chip commercial
businesses as well as a trusted partner for
landlords, agencies, and housing
associations.

We work to tight deadlines and turn
around a problem in real and quick time.
Our services have been integral in keeping
open or the reopening of retail outlets,
commercial offices, logistical premises,
hotels, schools and residential housing.
With our head office located in West
Byfleet, and satellite offices in
Doncaster, Glasgow and Gloucester, we
can provide a fast, flexible and quality
service to mainland United Kingdom as
well as Northern Ireland. This also gives us
the capability for daily cleaning.

Why choose RAMS.FM?
✓ 24/7 availability
✓ Living Wage Foundation Employer Compliant
✓ £10m public liability insurance
✓ Innovative cleaning equipment
✓ Safe Contractor, ISO 9001,14001,45001 Certificated
✓ The yellow team have gone green
✓ Fully vetted teams
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OUR AIM AT RAMS FM
RAMS FM technicians are provided
with a smart phone, to enable them
to access an app that has been designed
– bespoke to the service we provide for
our customers. Utilising this app, wecan
provide reports back to our clients in
real-time. These reports include before
and after photos of the work done;
giving our client peace of mind that the
work requested has been completed to
their expectation.

RAMS FM are a privately owned
company - our aim is built on the ethics
of our founder Robert Sutherland.
RAMS FM’s aim is to work symbiotically
with our clients, utilising our wide range
of services to provide a seamless,
excellent service to enable RAMS FM to
be a part of our client’s world class
service delivery.

At RAMS FM, we take our corporate
social responsibility extremely seriously.
During this exceptionally challenging
time our CEO Robert Sutherland has
supported the local community, and
communities around the UK by
providing our services to sanitise
schools and nurseries at either cost or
free of charge.
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SPECIALIST CLEANING
As specialist cleaning contractors, we are
adept at carrying out high-quality
cleaning jobs across a huge spectrum of
industries and settings. We have
developed thorough processes that
deliver safe, effective and efficient
cleaning, always within budget and on
time first time every time.

We have the national coverage, skills and
training to mobilise local, regional and
national contracts efficiently, as well as
procuring competitive prices on supplies
and equipment. We can change variable
cleaning activities and associated ad-hoc
costs into a fixed and affordable budget
that ensures a safe and consistent
working environment for both the
commercial and residential sectors.

Before
During
✓ A clean office minimises the build up of bacteria and diseases

After
Before

After
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REACTIVE & TRAUMA CLEANING
Trauma clean-up and crime scene clean-up
involves the removal and cleaning or disposal
of items that have been contaminated with
body fluids / blood, or tissue matter, but it
does not stop there.
RAMS FM are a team of highly trained
specialists, whose training with the National
Academy of Crime Scene Cleaners allow us to
offer remediation to areas that have been
contaminated with bodily fluids and human
tissue; areas the untrained eye would not see.

We offer our crime & trauma clean-up service
across the UK:•Natural & Traumatic Event Cleaning.
•Murders.
•Decompositions.
•Industrial Accidents.
•Crimes & Accidents
As well as cleaning the obvious area that has
been contaminated, we also perform a
thorough deep clean, especially in areas that
the untrained eye would not see such as
grout, cement, wood flooring and sub flooring
which all have the potential to emanate death
odours if they have been contaminated due to
the decomposition of human body fluids /
blood, and tissue. RAMS FM use professionalgrade decontaminants to make safe potential
biological hazards.
We can also help a grieving family by dealing
quickly, compassionately and effectively with
crime scene clean-up. Our team are sensitive
to a family’s grief and will thoroughly explain
the process that may be required for their
particular situation.
We are happy to work with an agent (a friend
or family member) so the family need not be
involved in a significant way.
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COMMERCIAL OFFICE CLEANING
Does your business need a helping hand
from our professional office cleaners?

Now more than ever it is vital for regular
office cleaning to take place, to protect
your employees and create a pleasant
working environment.

We supply only high-quality professional
cleaning products and equipment for the
highest standards of cleanliness.
Our staff are all experienced and trained
to high standards to offer the best quality
cleaning service for your commercial
property.

Our office cleaners will attend your
premises at a time convenient to you,
whether this be before or after working
hours, to complete our cleaning tasks.

✓ A clean office minimises the build up of bacteria and diseases
✓ Sanitising with electrostatic spraying once a month improve wellbeing
✓ 70% of illnesses are transmitted in the workplace
✓ Working with industry cleaning equipment & cleaning products
✓ A clean office minimises the build up of bacteria and diseases
✓ Contract cleaning (before hours)
✓ One-off deep clean (including carpet cleans & blinds)
✓ Facilities maintenance support
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SAFER SPACE
Our sanitisation process includes a full V1
Virucidal sanitising to all surfaces.
Focusing on touch points which includes
equipment, furniture, doors, handles,
switches, vertical & horizonal surfaces,
kitchens, toilets etc.

ensure appropriate dwell time as it is
administered, it fills the air, envelops, and
clings to surfaces resulting in a thorough
application which does not need to be
wiped off or hand cleaned

Our sanitization process includes a full
misting process using a powerful
germicide and sanitiser to keep the area
fogged sterilised for 14 days plus.
The spay product produces a mist to

What we cover
✓ Disinfecting of equipment
✓ Virucidal sanitising
✓ Disinfecting of hard surfaces
✓✓Full
misting
process
A clean
office
minimises the build up of bacteria and diseases
✓ Government approved germicides

✓ Germicidal & sanitiser
✓ Health & safety compliant
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VOID & DOMESTIC PROPERTY SERVICES
What is a void or domestic
property clearance?
A void property is any unoccupied
residential or commercial property.
A void or domestic
property clearance involves full – or
just partial – removal of the
contents of a property
Landlords and letting agents
commonly utilise these services
between lets, to make sure that the
property is ready to be occupied
again. These services might also be
needed to clear out a hoarder’s or
squatters property.

What do these services involve?
We can remove all items from
rotting debris to old furniture and
carpets, once the property has been
cleared of all unwanted items we
can then clean it to a safe and
hygienic standard.
We dispose of all unwanted items in
the correct manner and provide
waste transfer notes of the safe
legal disposal.

If you need a quote, then email us
details of the property, what you
require and any pictures so that we
can provide an estimate.

✓ House clearance
✓ Hoarders
✓ After squatters clean

✓ Contaminated waste
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NEEDLE SWEEPS
RAMS can remove sharps from many
locations including:
· Business premises
· Playgrounds
· Repossessed squats
· Open grasslands
· Derelict buildings
· Churchyards
· Public toilets
· Car parks and many other locations

Items classified as sharps include:
✓ Syringes
✓ Phials
✓ Hypodermic needles
Scalpels
✓A
clean office minimises the build up of bacteria and diseases
✓ Razors and razor blades
✓ Glass
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GUTTER CLEANING
As a professional and experienced gutter
cleaning company, you can rest assured
you’ll receive the highest standard of
finish. Our technicians use high-tech highpowered washer jets to blast away
rotting leaves and vegetation from your
gutters and downpipes, getting
exceptional results each and every time.

As part of our cleaning service, we offer a
free gutter inspection to check for signs
of damage. This helps keep your gutters
working properly and helps prevent
further damage from occurring which
could be costly to repair.

✓ A clean office minimises the build up of bacteria and diseases
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GRAFFITI REMOVAL
Using the latest innovative technology for
graffiti removal and paint stripping, we
can remove almost any graffiti or paint
coating efficiently from most types of
surfaces without causing damage to the
substrate.
The nature of the graffiti is usually
unknown, and it can be extremely difficult
to remove.
It is important to find the right graffiti
removal method to avoid damage to the
surface.

After

Before

Captec Services provides professional and
efficient paint stripping services for the
purpose of preparation or renovation to
all types of surfaces including brick, steel,
concrete, stone and bitumen.

We will be able to restore and apply a
protective coating to the surface
preserving and protecting your newly
cleaned building from the elements of
weather and outside pollution.
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SEWAGE CLEAN
Sewage spills are unpleasant and can
cause vast disruption to your business or
home. Raw sewage can contain a variety
nasty elements such as bacteria, viruses,
fungi and parasites that can cause serious
illness and even death.
The potential danger of toxic,
asphyxiating and flammable gases within
a confined space can also be hazardous to
your business/home and can have
disastrous consequences to the
environment and local water supply.
Spills from sewage pipes can spread
rapidly so it is essential that any spills are
dealt with quickly and effectively to
minimise exposure and contain the
spread.

What can we do?
RAMS FM understands the risks and
dangers associated with sewage spills and
offer an extensive and comprehensive
sewage clean-up service. This service
ensures all the potentially hazardous
untimely sewage spills are contained and
safely removed in a quick and costeffective manner which is considerate to
the environment.
RAMS FM Hygiene’s sewage clean-up
service is used by a range of businesses,
agencies and housing associations
throughout the UK to ensure the affected
area is cleared of any possible risks and
completely sanitise.
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SPECIALIST SERVICES
Pest Control
At RAMS FM we understand your
requirement for a rapid, efficient &
professional response to get rid of pest
issues. Our experienced and friendly team
will offer local pest control advice and
provide an effective solution in your
home or business.
We are fully equipped to deal with all
pests, from wasps to rodents, bed bugs to
cockroaches and complete this with
excellent customer service and a safe,
professional approach to pest eradication.
Washroom Services
At RAMS FM we provide a full range of
services for your washroom. We can
supply tailored products and service
frequencies to support the individual
needs of your business whilst controlling
usage and reducing maintenance.

After

We are committed to always offering
innovative products that will reduce cost
without compromising on service, such
as, sanitary units collection and disposal,
vending machines, soap dispensers, air
fresheners, sanitising systems, warm air
dryers. We also specialise in clinical and
medical waste collection and disposal,
toilet roll systems, paper hand towel
systems.
Waste Management
At RAMS FM we can provide a full range
of waste collection and disposal in order
to support your business, including
general refuse, medical waste collection,
recycling and food waste management.
We can also arrange for your confidential
waste to be collected and disposed off
safely, either on or off site, depending on
your companies requirements.
Our team will work with you to ensure
that the frequencies of each service are
tailored to support your business.

OUR CLIENTS

CONTACT US
info@rams.fm

RAMS FM Ltd
4 Camphill Industrial Estate
Camphill Road
West Byfleet
Surrey
KT14 6EW
VAT Registration: 307 1242 44
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